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ABSTRACT Neuronal activity causes local changes in ce-
rebral blood flow, blood volume, and blood oxygenation.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques sensitive to
changes in cerebral blood flow and blood oxygenation were
developed by high-speed echo planar imaging. These tech-
niques were used to obtain completely noninvasive tomo-
graphic maps of human brain activity, by using visual and
motor stimulus paradigms. Changes in blood oxygenation were
detected by using a gradient echo (GE) imaging sequence
sensitive to the paramagnetic state of deoxygenated hemoglo-
bin. Blood flow changes were evaluated by a spin-echo inver-
sion recovery (IR), tissue relaxation parameter Tl-sensitive
pulse sequence. A series of images were acquired continuously
with the same imaging pulse sequence (either GE or IR) during
task activation. Cine display of subtraction images (activated
minus baseline) directly demonstrates activity-induced changes
in brain MR signal observed at a temporal resolution of
seconds. During 8-Hz patterned-flash photic stimulation, a
significant increase in signal intensity (paired t test; P < 0.001)
of 1.8% ± 0.8% (GE) and 1.8% ± 0.9% (ID) was observed in
the primary visual cortex (Vi) of seven normal volunteers. The
mean rise-time constant of the signal change was 4.4 ± 2.2 s for
the GE images and 8.9 ± 2.8 s for the IR images. The
stimulation frequency dependence of visual activation agrees
with previous positron emission tomography observations,
with the largest MR signal response occurring at 8 Hz. Similar
signal changes were observed within the human primary motor
cortex (Ml) during a hand squeezing task and in animal models
of increased blood flow by hypercapnia. By using intrinsic
blood-tissue contrast, functional MRI opens a spatial-
temporal window onto individual brain physiology.

The brain possesses anatomically distinct processing regions.
A complete understanding of brain function requires deter-
mination ofwhere these sites are located, what operations are
performed, and how distributed processing is organized (1).
Changes in neuronal activity are accompanied by focal
changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) (2), blood volume
(CBV) (3, 4), blood oxygenation (3, 5), and metabolism (6, 7).
These physiological changes can be used to produce func-
tional maps of component mental operations.

Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exami-
nations provide high spatial-resolution anatomic images pri-
marily based on contrast derived from the tissue-relaxation
parameters T1 and T2. Recently, several investigators have
demonstrated in animals that brain tissue relaxation is influ-
enced by the oxygenation state of hemoglobin (a T* effect,
modulated by the local blood volume) (8-13) and intrinsic
tissue perfusion (T1 effect) (14-16). High-speed MRI tech-

niques sensitive to these relaxation phenomena can thus be
used to generate tomographic images of brain activity (17).
We report here completely noninvasive MRI of brain

activity by techniques with intrinsic sensitivity to CBF and
blood oxygenation state. Time-resolved MR mapping of
human primary visual (V1) and motor (Ml) cortex during task
activation is demonstrated at a temporal resolution of sec-
onds. The methods described here can be applied repeatedly
in normal subjects with complete safety, expanding the
spatial-temporal window of in vivo brain investigation (18).

METHODS AND RESULTS
Seven normal subjects underwent dynamic NMR imaging
with a prototype high-speed imaging device (1.5 tesla; Gen-
eral Electric Signa; modified by Advanced NMR Systems,
Wilmington, MA) based on a variation of the echo planar
imaging technique (19) first described by Mansfield (20).
Using a single radio frequency (ff) excitation pulse, complete
two-dimensional NMR images can be acquired in <50 ma A
gradient echo (GE) imaging sequence sensitive to variat_
in T* (repetition time between images, TR = 3000 ms; ech-
time, TE = 40 ms) and a Ti-sensitive spin-echo inversion
recovery (IR) pulse sequence (inversion time, TI = 1100 ms;
TR = 3500 ms; TE = 42 ms) were used.
The expected changes in image signal intensity due to

blood flow and oxygenation-related contrast mechanisms are
small (11, 14, 15). To visualize these subtle signal changes, we
used a sequential task-activation paradigm, alternating be-
tween resting and stimulated states. Focal regions of cortical
activation were revealed by magnitude subtraction of aver-
aged baseline (resting) images from all subsequent images.
Typically, a series of 80 images were acquired in continuous
succession with the same imaging pulse sequence (either GE
or IR) during rest and stimulation. The Vi of our normal
volunteers was evaluated by using well-established pat-
terned-flash photic stimulation (21, 22). Light-proof stimu-
lating goggles (model SlOVS; Grass) were placed over the
subject's eyes. Each eyepiece contains a 5 x 6 rectangular
array of red light-emitting diodes. Special care was taken to
minimize subject movement between scans by using a snugly
fitting head holder. A receive-only rf surface coil was used to
improve signal/noise ratio (similar results were obtained,
albeit with reduced signal/noise ratio, using a quadrature
head volume coil). A single 10-mm slice with 3 x 3 mm
in-plane resolution (full width at half maximum) was posi-
tioned along the banks of the calcarine fissures (4).

Fig. 1 displays real-time images in subtraction format
during darkness and during 8-Hz photic stimulation. During

Abbreviations: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; GE, gradient
echo; IR, inversion recovery; PET, positron emission tomography;
CBV, cerebral blood volume; CBF, cerebral blood flow.
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FIG. 1. Noninvasive, real-time MRI mapping of V1 activation
during visual stimulation. Images are obliquely aligned along the
calcarine fissures with the occipital pole at the bottom. Images were
acquired at 3.5-s intervals using an IR sequence (80 images total). A
baseline image acquired during darkness (Upper Left) was sub-
tracted from subsequent images. Eight of these subtraction images
are displayed, chosen when the image intensities (see Fig. 2) reached
a steady-state signal level, during darkness (OFF) and during 8-Hz
photic stimulation (ON). During stimulation, local increases in signal
intensity are detected in the medial-posterior regions ofthe occipital
lobes along the calcarine fissures.

photic stimulation, each of our subjects showed a significant
increase in signal intensity (paired t test;P < 0.001) within the
anatomically defined Vl, with an average (n = 7) increase of
1.8% ± 0.8% using GE sequences and 1.89t ± 0.9%o using IR
sequences. The similarity between these changes is coinci-
dental and depends on the exact choice of pulse sequence
parameters, static magnetic field strength, etc. The loci and
spatial extent of activated cortex correspond with previous
MRI CBV maps of Vi (4). Region of interest analysis of such
images is shown in Fig. 2, which demonstrates the temporal
response of Vl signal intensity using both GE and IR tech-
niques. The rise times of activation were fit to a monoexpo-
nential approach to equilibrium [A(1 - e-k') where t is time
andA is a constant]. The mean time constant k was 4.4 ± 2.2
s for the GE images and 8.9 ± 2.8 s for the IR images.
To demonstrate further that the observed changes were

physiologically based, several additional experiments were
performed. First, animal experiments with rabbits using a
previously described hypercapnia model (known to increase
brain blood flow) (23) demonstrated an =4% increase in MR
signal when arterial Pco2 was raised from normal to hyper-
capnic values (Fig. 3) for both GE and IR protocols. In a
second study, the known relationship between visual stimu-
lation frequency and brain response was tested in our human
volunteers with both IR and GE sequences. Fig. 4 shows a
plot of MR signal response versus photic stimulation fre-
quency. The greatest signal change occurred at 8 Hz, in
agreement with previous positron emission tomography
(PET) observations (21, 22). Finally, these results are not
unique to the striate cortex. In two subjects, we investigated
Ml. Fig. 5 shows the subtraction image and time series data
from an oblique coronal slice through the precentral gyrus
acquired during a repetitive contralateral hand squeezing
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FIG. 2. Signal-intensity changes for a region of interest (=60
mm2) within the visual cortex during darkness and during 8-Hz photic
stimulation. Results using both IR (flow sensitive) and GE (oxygen-
ation sensitive) techniques are shown. The Ti-weighted IR data
(subtraction images shown in Fig. 1) were collected once every 3.5
s, and the T* weighted GE data were collected once every 3 s. Brain
signal change for this particular subject is -3% for both IR and GE
acquisitions. Upon termination of photic stimulation, an undershoot
in GE signal intensity is observed, consistent with known physio-
logical oxygenation and pH changes.

task. The activated region corresponds to the expected
homuncular position within Ml (24). Cortical temporal re-
sponse was similar to that observed within Vl.

DISCUSSION
Our data demonstrate that the hemodynamic alterations that
accompany neuronal activation lead to subtle but readily
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FIG. 3. Time course of rabbit brain GE signal intensity in
response to changing arterial Pco2. Gated GE #gho planar imaging
sequence with TR 3 s and TE = 60 ms wga used. Animal was
imaged breathing 100%6 02 for 6.5 min, followed by ventilation with
10%0 CO2/90%0 02 for the next 17 min, and finally returned to
breathing 100%1 02. MR signal changes follow changes in blood Pco2,
known to be linearly correlated with blood flow changes over this
range of arterial Pco2s.
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FIG. 4. MRI GE and IR signal response in striate cortex as a
function of the frequency of light stimulus (0Hz = darkness). Signal
response is expressed as percentage change from baseline unstimu-
lated level. The largest observed response occurred at 8 Hz for both
techniques (IR and GE data points are graphically offset for clarity).
Error bars indicate ±1 SEM (n = 5 for 2 and 32 Hz; n = 7 for 0 and
8 Hz). For comparison, CBF% change data obtained by PET and the
identical stimulation paradigm [adapted from Fox and Raichle (21,
22)] at 0, 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Hz are superimposed on the MR data.

detectable changes on Ti- and T*-weighted echo planar MR
images. Flow-sensitive images show increased perfusion
with activation, while our susceptibility-sensitive images
show changes consistent with an increase in venous blood
oxygenation. Although the precise biophysical mechanisms
responsible for the signal changes have yet to be determined,
good hypotheses exist to account for our observations.
T* changes reflect the interplay between changes in CBF,

CBV, and oxygenation. In general, MR signal loss on T2-
weighted images reflects magnetic field heterogeneity within
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an imaging voxel. As hemoglobin becomes deoxygenated, it
becomes more paramagnetic than the surrounding tissue and
thus creates a magnetically inhomogeneous environment.
The observed increased signal on T*-weighted images during
activation reflects a decrease in deoxyhemoglobin content-
i.e., an increase in venous blood oxygenation. Oxygen de-
livery, CBF, and CBV all increase with neuronal activation.
Because CBF (and hence oxygen delivery) changes exceed
CBV changes by 2-4 times (25), while blood oxygen extrac-
tion increases only slightly (3, 5), the total paramagnetic
blood deoxyhemoglobin content within brain tissue voxels
will decrease with brain activation, even though the volume
ofblood increases. The resulting decrease in the tissue-blood
magnetic susceptibility difference leads to less intravoxel
dephasing within brain tissue voxels and hence increased
signal on Tx-weighted images (11, 17). This observation is the
converse of the decreased T*-weighted signal observed by
several groups during respiratory challenges known to de-
crease blood oxygen content (8-13, 26). Our results indepen-
dently confirm PET observations that activation-induced
changes in blood flow and volume are accompanied by little
or no increase in tissue oxygen consumption (3, 5, 7).
The magnitude of the observed signal changes is in good

agreement with recent theoretical modeling. With photic
stimulation, assuming blood volume increases by 30%o (4),
and blood flow increases by 70%, an initial venous oxygen-
ation of 60% with constant oxygen consumption (3, 5, 7) will
give a final venous oxygenation of 75%. Since the volume
susceptibility difference (AX) between totally deoxygenated
blood and the surrounding brain is =6.4 X 10-8 (cgs unit) (27),
the stimulation should decrease the susceptibility difference
from 3.8 to 1.6 x 10-8. Modeling the cerebral vasculature as
a set of randomly oriented cylinders (28), an initial blood
volume of 4% should produce a 2% signal increase in GE
images at TE = 40 ms. This prediction is in reasonable
agreement with our empirical data. Since the effect of Ax is
more pronounced at high field strength (13, 29), higher-field
imaging magnets will increase the observed T* changes.
The observed activation response rise time for the GE

images likely reflects the vascular transit times of the brain.
Although oxygen exchange takes place at the capillary level,
we would not expect to see the bulk ofthe activation-induced
T* change until the blood has transited the capillary bed and
the (relatively) oxygenated blood fills the venous capacitance
vessels. Our observed signal rise times (=4 s) are in reason-
able agreement with the cerebrovascular transit times mea-
sured with 50-labeled carboxyhemoglobin (25). In addition,
GE signal rise times are also consistent with previous optical
imaging measurements of intrinsic cortical signal changes
("slow component") thought to reflect vascular oxygenation
perturbations (30, 31).

In our experiments, we also observed signal changes on
Ti-weighted inversion recovery images, similar in magnitude
to those observed on T*-weighted images. The relationship
between T1 and regional blood flow (see Appendix) was
characterized by Detre et al. (14, 15):

1/T,
am
= 1/Ti + f/A, [1]

.l El where the T1.,is the observed (apparent) longitudinal relax-
ation time with flow effects included, Ti is the true tissue

O6___2f922longitudinal relaxation time in the absence of flow, f is the
0 64 128 192 256 flow in ml per g per unit time, and A is the brain-blood

Seconds partition coefficient of water [=0.95 ml/g (32)]. If we assume
that the true tissue Ti remains constant with stimulation, aMl activation (arrow) during repetitive contralateral chng in blo lwA illa oacagnteosre

kg. This coronal subtraction image (stimulated minus change m blood flow Afwin lead to a change in the observed
was acquired by a GE technique (TR = 2000 ms; TE TV:

= 60 ms) with the image plane obliquely aligned along the precentral
gyrms. (B) Temporal response. A(l/Tl,,,) = A(f/A). [2]
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Thus, the MR signal change can be used to estimate the
change in blood flow. For an inversion recovery sequence
with TI :-T1 and assuming constant proton density, a 2%
change in MR signal intensity implies a change in flow (in
conventional units) of --50 ml per 100 g per min (see Appen-
dix). This change is in good agreement with previous PET
measurements of blood flow increase's during visual stimu-
lation (2, 33-35). Of note, the rise-time constant for T1-
weighted signal changes with activation is longer than that
observed with T* imaging. Although one expects that the
time to establish a magnetization equilibrium secondary to
flow changes will be slower than the instantaneous hemody-
namic response time [s<500 ms by optical techniques (30, 31)],
our observed time constants are significantly longer than the

T"time (-1 s) implied by the model and equations of Detre
et al. (14, 15). The long time constant observed may thus be
physiologic in origin. Further experiments and improved
modeling should aid in properly characterizing this behavior.
The experiments discussed above were limited to a single

slice. However, this limit is not intrinsic but reflects memory
limitations on our current, prototype system. With added
computer memory, multiple-slice techniques, as well as true
three-dimensional acquisitions, are possible with a temporal
resolution of 3 s or less (19).

In general, a MR signal change in response to visual
stimulation can be observed in a single image. To observe
higher cognitive activation, which may be 5-10 times smaller
than primary sensory activation, additional signal averaging
could be used to achieve an equivalent signal/noise ratio.
Under these conditions, gated imaging could be used to
preserve temporal discrimination. In addition, improvements
in rf coils and higher magnetic field strength imaging magnets
should improve the fundamental contrast/noise ratio signif-
icantly.
The MR-based human brain activation studies reported

here are intrinsically different from previous brain-mapping
approaches and offer several advantages. First, the MRI
techniques presented are completely noninvasive and, unlike
our previous techniques (4), require no exogenous contrast
medium. This means that imaging is repeatable over time
within the same subject, allowing for intrasubject averaging.
Intrasubject averaging is limited with. radionuclide tech-
niques such as PET, where human subject regulations pro-
hibit multiple longitudinal or repeated studies across single
subjects due to the buildup of radiation exposure. This is an
important point, because many activation paradigms require
averaging to achieve statistically significant results. The
ability to repeat studies in a single subject offers the hope of
understanding and quantifying individual variations in loca-
tion and extent of activation for tasks too subtle to be studied
with a single experiment. Given the inherent regional asym-
metry of both anatomy and function (4, 36), intersubject
averaging as used in PET imaging is thus fundamentally more
limiting than the intrasubject averaging our technique allows.

Second, the temporal window offered by our technique
provides tomographic imaging of human brain activity at a
time scale similar to the hemodynamic response time. We
have observed that in humans the onset and cessation of the
hemodynamic response follows the task-induced neuronal
activation. The only existing techniques with similar or better
temporal resolution suitable for human use are electroen-
cephalography or magnetoencephalography based, neither of
which provides tomographic images.
The advent of MRI mapping techniques using intrinsic

blood-tissue contrast promises development of a functional
human neuroanatomy of unpreceadented spatial-temporal
resolution (37). In addition to three-dimensional localization
of distributed processing centers, these techniques may allow
for investigation ofinformation processing at several levels of

organization-ranging from neural systems to neural net-
works (18).

APPENDIX

In Detre et al. (15), the Bloch equation with tissue flow effect
included describes the longitudinal magnetization as

d~ b-Mb -ff+f-Ma --Mb,dt - A
[All

where Mg = fully relaxed proton density of brain tissue; Mb
= longitudinal magnetization of brain tissue; Ma = longitu-
dinal magnetization of blood; T1 = relaxation time of brain
tissue in the absence of flow;f= blood flow; A = blood brain
partition coefficient. Hence,

dMb
dt

-b + fMa-M

T1 A

[A2J

From Eq. Al, we get apparent proton density MO where

-+ fMa

app 1 f

T1 A

[A31

and the brain magnetization Mb relaxes with an apparent T1
time constant (T1.P) given by

1 1if

T1a T1 A
[A4]

Note that Eq. A4 is independent of in-flow magnetization
of Ma and holds under both the conditions of Detre et al. (15)
and those described in this manuscript.
From Eq. A4, change in flow can therefore be measured

directly from change in
.

A(1A) [AS]

It is possible to estimate flow change directly from signal
change without actually measuring T1 itself. In the case of no
saturation or inversion of incoming arterial blood, as it was
done in this manuscript, Ma can be replaced by Mg/A,
yielding M' = Mg. The proton density term remains
unchanged. The MR signal acquired with the IR sequence
becomes

Mb oc 1 - 2efl/1T1 + e-TlR/T1, [A6]

where Mb is MR signal intensity, TR is repetition time, TI is
inversion recovery time interval. We can take the derivative
AMb with respect to A1/T1

AMb 2TIe-TI/T1 - TRe TR/T1

Mb 1 TI/Tl + e-TR/T1 Y)
[A7J

Combining Eqs. AS and A7, using TI ~-T1, TR = 3.5 s, T1
= 1.1 s, and our observed AA~b/Mb -0.02, we find
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(A)\ ( 05
A \Ti

[A8]

For = 0.95,f= 0.5/min.

Note Added in Proof. Recent results from our laboratory and other
centers indicate that brain activation can be observed with conven-
tional MR imaging, albeit with decreased temporal resolution (38).
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